Analysis of genes, pathways and networks involved in disease severity and age at onset in primary-progressive multiple sclerosis.
The role of genetic factors in influencing the clinical expression of multiple sclerosis (MS) is unclear. The objective of this paper is to identify genes, pathways and networks implicated in age at onset (AAO) and severity, measured using the Multiple Sclerosis Severity Score (MSSS), of primary-progressive MS (PPMS). We conducted a genome-wide association study (GWAS) of 470 PPMS patients of Italian origin:. Allelic association of 296,589 SNPs with AAO and MSSS was calculated. Pathway and network analyses were also conducted using different tools. No single association signal exceeded genome-wide significance in AAO and MSSS analyses. Nominally associated genes to AAO and MSSS were enriched in both traits for 10 pathways, including: "oxidative phosphorylation" (FDRAAO=9*10(-4); FDRMSSS=3.0*10(-2)), "citrate (TCA) cycle" (FDRAAO=1.6*10(-2); FDRMSSS=3.2*10(-3)), and "B cell receptor signaling" (FDRAAO=3.1*10(-2); FDRMSSS=2.2*10(-3)). In addition, an enrichment of "chemokine signaling pathway" (FDR=9*10(-4)) for AAO and of "leukocyte transendothelial migration" (FDR=2.4*10(-3)) for MSSS trait was observed, among others. Network analysis revealed that p53 and CREB1 were central hubs for AAO and MSSS traits, respectively. Despite the fact that no major effect signals emerged in the present GWAS, our data suggest that genetic variants acting in the context of oxidative stress and immune dysfunction could modulate the onset and severity of PPMS.